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...before he collapses, overcome by his wound. "Beast!" Belle holds him in her arms as he lays dying. "A beast would have killed his enemy," she whispers. The shadow of a smile crosses his face. "Then I must be," he says. "But he doesn't have the strength to finish. Choking back her tears, Belle says it for him: "...a man. You must be a man." As the tears begin to flow, she leans down to kiss him...

...and the enchanted Rose bursts into full bloom! Beast's eyes blink open. He has earned Belle's love in return...and the spell is broken. Beast looks down at his paws as they change...into human hands! He reaches up touch his face. It's smooth! All around him, the Objects are changing as well. Belle is stunned as she stares at this handsome young man.

Dawn is breaking as the Duke sweeps Belle through his magically transforming castle. Objects transform into servants as they pass. A great cheer rises up. The Duke opens the front doors as the enchanted bell of mist lifts. "What's happening?" Belle exclaims breathlessly. He smiles and takes her hand. "Once Upon a Time, there was a spotted self-centered little boy..."

Beau 6: Epilogue

The newlyweds take off to travel to distant lands leaving Maurice in charge of the castle. He waves good-bye, goes inside and blows up the east tower. The Duke and Belle don't get far down the road when they turn a corner and pass a beggar woman with a basket of flowers. "Wait..." Duke calls. He looks back. The old Wise Woman smiles at him and she bows graciously as they disappear around the bend.

The End.
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